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ABSTRACT

The Appalachian Mountains are subject to flash floods due to interactions between
complex terrain and frequent rainfall. Previous studies have shown that a number of
environmental factors can trigger flash floods, which can leave behind a variety of outcomes.
However, there is a lack of research concerning flash floods in the Appalachian region. This
study addresses these concerns by examining summer (June-August) rainfall frequency and
intensity in connection with flash floods in the Appalachian region of eastern Kentucky and West
Virginia during 1995-2005. Flash floods were identified using the National Climatic Data
Center’s (NCDC) Storm Database. Radar estimated rainfall data from the area National Weather
Service Weather Forecast Offices were provided by the NCDC. In order to examine relationships
between flash flood events and rainfall amounts for both states, the latter was categorized for: 0 to
24.99 mm, 25 to 49.99 mm, 50 to 74.99 mm, 75 to 99.99 mm, 100 to 124.99 mm, 125 to 150 mm,
and 150+ mm. Subsequently, flash flood frequencies have been calculated based upon the afore
mentioned categories, as well as examined relationships between moving and stationary systems,
duration, and time of occurrence. Optimally, if forecasters have the ability to identify estimated
rainfall and runoff patterns over this region, they can better warn the communities of the
upcoming danger and potentially save lives.

Keywords: Flash Flooding, Climatology, Appalachians, NEXRAD, Geographical Information
Systems
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INTRODUCTION
Flash flooding remains the number one convective-related weather threat in the United
States, taking nearly 100 lives a year (Doswell et al. 1996; Ashley and Ashley 2008). Between
the years of 1983 and 2003, flooding caused an average of $4.5 billion in property damage as
reported by the National Weather Service (NWS) (Morss et al. 2005). The NWS defines a flash
flood as flooding that occurs in less than six hours after the rain event. They also define the
more general term flooding to be any high flow, overflow, or inundation by water which causes
of threatens damage.
Whereas the system for reducing casualties from tornadoes has improved steadily since
the 1950s and continues to improve, the comparable system for flash floods has experienced less
progress (Doswell et al. 1996). According to Maddox and Grise (1986), a considerable amount
of research has focused on developing an understanding of a severe thunderstorm; however,
relatively little attention has been directed toward thunderstorms that produce extreme rains and
flash flooding. Some heavy rain producing storms occur within extremely complex
meteorological settings and affect very limited areas, posing an extreme challenge to existing
forecast and warning systems (Maddox and Grise1986). Reports of flash floods are often vague,
and unfortunately many flash flood events are probably never reported, especially those
occurring in remote areas (Brooks and Stensrud 2000).
Brooks and Stensrud (2000) suggest that the forecasting process would be greatly assisted
by a better knowledge of the climatology of heavy precipitation events, particularly if
probabilistic estimates of threats are to be made. Following the goal of the National Oceanic and
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Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), accurate forecasts of the threat in any given situation are
crucial for the protection of life and property (Brooks and Stensrud 2000). Given the magnitude
of flood-related damages, and the uncertainty in the current estimates of flood risks, it appears
that improving scientific information about flood risk could substantially benefit society (Morss
et al.2005).
Maddox et al. (1979), addressed this issue by assessing 151 intense, flood producing
events from across the United States. Although the events were well distributed across the US,
most of the floods picked for the study occurred in the area of the country stretching from the
Appalachian Mountains westward to the Missouri River Basin, and southwestward over Eastern
Oklahoma and Texas. Maddox et al. found that the flash floods which occurred in the eastern
US were almost always associated with rainfalls of more than 10 cm (4 inches) with the period
of most intense rain usually lasting for a only a few hours (typically less than six hours) (Maddox
1979). It was also established that all heavy rain events were a product of convective storms,
either due to a nocturnal mesohigh, frontal event, or afternoon destabilization, as 25% of the
flash flood data sample occurred in July and an overwhelming 86% took place during the
summer season. In the entire sample of 151 flash floods analyzed, severe storms (defined as
storms that produce damaging winds, and/or large hail, and/or tornadoes) were reported 56 times
in association with the heavy rains, and 17 times prior. This allowed Maddox et al. to make the
conclusion that the state forecast offices must contend simultaneously with both severe storms
and flash flood problems in about half of the flash flood situations (Maddox et al. 1979). This
task remains difficult, despite the advances in satellite and radar estimated rainfall products.
Though Maddox et al. (1979) suggested that almost all flash floods were the result of
summer time convective events producing heavy rains in a relatively short amount of time, a
2

further need for information exists in the mountainous regions of the US. Here heavy rainfall
has the potential to not only affect one area, but cause further flooding down-slope of the
mountains as well due to runoff entering into the valley regions. These events are the hardest to
warn for, as rugged terrain coupled with intense precipitation causes rapid runoff of the extreme
“flash” nature, often with little-to-no warning time for areas in the path downstream. Many of
these flash floods can also contribute their origins to the orographic uplift that takes place,
prompting convective storms along mountain barriers. Factors such as forced lifting, differential
advection of moist air aloft, convective currents, and cooling of warm moist winds over a
snowpack all combine to enhance conditions for rainfall production in mountainous regions
(Barros and Kuligowki 1998).
For mountains with strong topographic relief, such as those in the Cascade and Rocky
Mountain ranges, rainfall enhancement results from the forced uplift of moisture-laden air
masses. However, the air must be in a preexisting conditionally unstable condition in order for
this uplift to produce a heavy, high intensity and long duration rainfall. On the other hand, for
the Appalachian Mountain Range, classified as a bulky terrain (not having the same magnitude
of topographic release and elevations as the Rockies or Cascades; Barros and Kuligowski 1998),
many factors other than forced uplift could be the cause of “orographic rainfall”. Each of these
factors can then be considered an “orographic component of rainfall” according to Barros and
Kuligowski (1998).
In studies conducted by Hosler et al. (1962 and 1963) , orographic related rainfall in the
Appalachians is said to be greatly related to the lee waves which are formed from terrain as little
as 300 meters and can influence vertical velocity patterns enough to affect the growth and
dissipation of convective precipitation cells. Depending on the spatial distributions of lee waves,
3

the growth of cumulus clouds is said to be accelerated (stalled) in the ascending (descending)
limbs of the lee waves (Hosler et al. 1962, 1963; Barrows and Kuligowski1998). Charba (1974)
and Carbone (1982) found that increased vertical velocities, as a result of density driven lowlevel mesoscale circulations in the lee side of the mountains, can also lead to the formation and
growth of rain-producing low-level clouds. This affect is further amplified along and above
steeper orographic relief, where forced lifting of air parcels due to terrain can lead to the
development of deeper low-level orographic clouds, and increased production of rainfall (Barros
and Kuligowski 1998).
The Appalachian Mountain Region is made especially vulnerable, as much of the
mountain range is sparsely populated with isolated communities, and experiences an abundant
amount of precipitation throughout the year already. This, coupled with the rugged terrain,
produces a very difficult warning situation. In the summer months, most of this precipitation
comes from convective events, capable of dumping large amounts of rain over small areas in a
short amount of time, or continuing to redevelop in the same location (training storms) giving a
continuous heavy rainfall for an elongated period of time. Unfortunately the area has
experienced extensive land use changes over the past century due to coalmining industries, in
some cases having entire mountainsides blown out with the addition of extensive deforestation
and river damming (McFarlan 1943). As a result, the surface infiltration of rainfall during an
event can be significantly reduced, increasing runoff down the barren slopes and affecting the
communities below.
While studies of flash flooding continue to evolve, the Appalachian Mountains need
special attention, given the remoteness of the region and complex terrain. Optimally, if
forecasters have the ability to identify estimated rainfall and runoff patterns over this region, they
4

can better warn the communities of the upcoming danger and potentially save lives. The
findings can be incorporated into warning templates thereby strengthening the public’s
perception of danger (Ryan et al. 2010). The first step toward this developed understanding will
require an investigation of previous events. A rainfall climatology needs to be constructed based
on flash flood records from previous years, including all regions of the Appalachian Mountain
Range. If the impact of past rain events is understood, researchers will be able to get a better
grasp on how various rainfall amounts will affect the same regions.
SIMILAR STUDIES
Such a climatology has to be constructed from scratch, as there is no previous data for
this area. In doing so, the consulting of similar studies proved to be very helpful. Though these
studies did not always apply to the same areas of interest, or analyzed the data in a different
manner, they allowed for a better understanding of how a climatology database should be set up
and created the essential foundation for which this study was constructed.
One study, entitled “Precipitation and Flash Flood Climatology” (Gaffin and Hotz 2000),
did address the southern Appalachian area, and proved to be very helpful in creating a better
picture of the area for which this study addresses. This study’s goal was to create a climatology
of precipitation and flash floods of the Morristown, TN National Weather Service Forecast
Office in effort to understand the unique forecast problems of the local area. Gaffin and Hotz
recognized that the peaks of the southern Appalachian Mountains, which reach around 2,000
meters (6,500 feet) MSL in their study area, can create a significant impact on the local
precipitation patterns and local temperatures of the surrounding areas. Though much of their
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data was more localized than the climatology this present study tries to establish, the Gaffin and
Hotz study still provided a useful tool in understanding the region and how flash floods affect it.
Gaffin and Hotz also found that over the course of the year, March proved to be the
wettest month of the year for the region, with a second peak in July due to the warm, moist air
and oragraphical effects which assisted in frequent thunderstorms over the area. The
mountainous terrain created a significant impact on the local precipitation patterns for the
Morristown forecast area over the course of the year. As southerly winds are predominate for
the southern Appalachian region, there is an abundant amount of moisture from both the Gulf of
Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean. Since the upslope flow of these southerly winds is the greatest
along the east of the spine of the Appalachian Mountains, the annual precipitation is greatest
across the far southeastern counties in the Morristown forecast area. Precipitation amounts are
also high for the western portion of the forecast area along the Cumberland Plateau for the same
reasons. In the summer months, the upslope flow of subtropical moisture into the mountains and
the elevated heating source of the mountains act as the dominant prompting mechanism for
thunderstorm development. Lower annual precipitation is usually found in areas where downslope winds prevail throughout the year, such as near Asheville, North Carolina, and portions of
northeast Tennessee and southwest Virginia.
The Morristown NWS office defined “heavy” rain as that which produces 3 inches or
more in a 6 hour period and/or 4 inches in a 12 hour period or less. A flash flood is defined as
flooding that occurs less than six hours after the rain event, as it is in this study. Flash flooding
reached a peak across the Morristown County Warning Area (CWA) during the late spring and
summer months, with July being the most active month. A majority of the flash floods were
reported during the afternoon and evening hours as well, showing that many of these flash floods
6

were sparked by convective instability and differential heating. A second peak occurred in the
spring time, in which extratropical cyclones and resultant frontal systems with strong
tropospheric wind fields provided the precursors to produce flash floods. Synoptic events (those
events being associated with significant large-scale weather systems; Maddox et al. 1979)
normally developed in association with a quasi-stationary or slow-moving front, usually oriented
from the southwest to northeast, with heavy rains occurring on the warm side of the front.
In general, flash flood reports were found to increase over the past decade, due to an
increased emphasis by the NWS on volunteer spotter networks and warning verification. Gaffin
and Hotz’s study did not provide a complete documentation of heavy rain events which occurred
during the study period of 1960 through 1997. Therefore a large number of heavy rain events
and flash floods which occurred in remote locations were not accounted for. The research did
however give the local forecaster a basis with which to judge and compare future heavy rain
events across the Morristown CWA (Gaffin 2000).
Another interesting study was conducted by the NWS in Taunton, MA (Vallee and
DelliCarpini 2010). This study presents a climatology of both flood and flash flood events
between 1994 and 2000 for the Taunton Hydrologic Service Area. After building their database,
they examined the frequency of data from a yearly, monthly, and hourly distribution perspective.
Though the findings were not meaningful to our current study, the methodology used for visually
presenting the data gave a helpful guideline for creating graphs and analyzing the data of this
study.
FOCUS OF CLIMATOLOGY
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A. Study Period
In the preliminary stages of creating a full climatology and for the purposes of this paper, the
focus of the research was on summer season flash flooding occurring during the months of June,
July, and August. During this time most rainfall and flash flood occurrences were of the
convective nature, only affecting small areas (anywhere from a portion of a town to several areas
throughout a county). These months were analyzed starting in 1995 and ending in 2005,
spanning an 11 year period.
B. Study Region
Since the Appalachian Mountain Range spans across a large section of the eastern US
starting north in Maine and reaching as far south as Alabama, it would be quite difficult to
analyze every single flash flood occurrence for the mountain range as a whole. Instead it is more
practical to gather and analyze the data by state, and eventually piece together the full picture.
For this particular study, there were two areas analyzed, eastern Kentucky and West Virginia.
These states were chosen in part due to their location at the center of the mountain range, as well
as their high complexity due to the extensive amounts of counties and isolated communities that
must be accounted for. But perhaps the most important reason for choosing these states are the
overall impact that flooding has on each of them. West Virginia has the second highest ranking
of flood fatalities by standardized population totaling 147 between the years of 1959 and 2005
(Ashley and Ashley 2008). Kentucky and West Virginia are also in first and third place
(respectively) for most river flooding fatalities between 1959 and 2005 (Ashley and Ashley
2008). Needless to say, these two states experience the largest need for having such a study
completed.
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Both states also went through a comparative analysis. Such analyses will be discussed
later, and will include average total rainfall ranges for the events, relation between rainfall
amounts and time of day, the relation between systems which remained stationary and those that
affected more than one area, and the relationship of the rainfall amounts and the duration of the
events.
C. Topography
Both study areas lie within the Appalachian Mountain range, however several smaller
subsections of the mountain range are included within each study area. Precipitation frequency
and heavy rainfall amounts could be in part due to the elevation, type of terrain, latitude, and
orientation of the mountain ranges.
West Virginia sits within the heart of the Appalachians, giving it the name “The Mountain
State”. The Shenandoah Valley of West Virginia is said to be an orographic hotspot in itself,
lying between two major east coast mountain ranges (the Blue Ridge Mountains to the east, and
the Allegheny range to the west, both which cover about 17% of the eastern section of the state;
West Virginia Geography 2009). According to Abraham (2008), the valley between them is only
roughly 30 miles, resulting in a large number of orographic effects including influence on cloud
formation, temperature, fog, and precipitation amounts. Due to the orographic uplift produced
by the two bordering mountain ranges, the annual average rainfall pattern is strongly varied
across the region, with the Blue Ridge Mountains to the east averaging 1168.4 – 1473.2 mm (46
– 58 inches), and the Alleghany mountains to the west receiving between 1320.8 and 1625.6 mm
(52 and 64 inches) per year. In contrast the valley receives less than 914.4 mm (36 inches)
(Abraham 2008).
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Abraham (2008) further states that the Blue Ridge Mountains also act as a barrier to the
Valley for weather systems from the east. During the warm season the moisture from the
Atlantic Ocean causes the effect of the Blue Ridge Mountains on precipitation events to be much
more pronounced. It is said that during the passage of cold fronts, the Ridge acts as a “focal
point” for convection when the coastal plain is more unstable than the Valley, allowing for the
heaviest thunderstorms to often develop just east of the Blue Ridge (Abraham 2008). As a result
the Shenandoah Valley will receive no precipitation, while the eastern side of the mountain range
may receive a large amount. In the summer months, this same pattern leads to the heaviest cold
front related thunderstorms developing just to the east of the Blue Ridge, and dissipating before
reaching the Valley. It would be expected, therefore, that the majority of flash flooding should
reside in the Blue Ridge section of the state (Abraham 2008).
The other 83% of the state is considered the Alleghany Plateau, covering the entire state east
of the Alleghany Mountains. The eastern edge of the plateau is known as the Alleghany Front.
This great escarpment is also considered to be a portion of the Eastern Continental divide, with
streams flowing out to the Atlantic on the eastern side and into the Ohio and other rivers to the
west, eventually making their way to the Mississippi River and Gulf of Mexico (Allegheny
Mountains 2009). The land area here is also rugged and marked by flat-topped highlands and
more rounded hills as opposed to the more sharply defined landscape in the east. This is a
continuation of the land features found in eastern Kentucky as well (West Virginia Geography
2009).
Eastern Kentucky encompasses the far western portions of the Appalachian Mountain range,
known as the Cumberland Plateau (Figure 1). The Cumberland Plateau stretches from Kentucky
through Tennessee, and ending in the very northern sections of Alabama. In fact, the only
10

difference between the Cumberland Plateau and the Alleghany Plateau for the northern sections
is local naming differences (Cumberland Plateau 2009). A more local name in Kentucky for this
formation is the Eastern Kentucky Coal Fields, as the Cumberland Plateau is rich in coal
deposits. As a result the area has been heavily mined for many years. The hills of the
Cumberland Plateau increase in size from the northwest to the southeast in Kentucky, rising from
200 feet up to greater than 2,500 feet in the far southeast portions of the state (Cumberland
Plateau 2009).

Figure 1. Cumberland Plateau of eastern Kentucky, courtesy of the University Of Kentucky
Department Of Agriculture. (http://www.ca.uky.edu/forestry/maehrbearky.php)
11

The hills in this area remain one of the most rugged terrains in the US. Inhabitants of the
Cumberland Plateau are few and scattered, many living in the very narrow V-shaped valleys
between the hills with little bottom land as can be seen in Figure 1b (Cumberland Plateau
Geography 2009). As a result, buildings and roads built along the valley are susceptible to
flooding, while any structure built on the steep slopes are liable to slumping. Road engineering
is extremely complicated by this fact, and maintenance is quite expensive. As much of the
citizens cannot rely on farming the steep land, they earn a living by mining the coal deposits or
timbering (Cumberland Plateau Geography 2009).
This creates a new problem, in that taking away the sides of the mountains in many places
has left little vegetation and soil for which the rainwater can absorb into. Water is then left to
rush down the sides of the hills, many times picking up the loose rocks, dirt, and sand, causing
massive devastation to whatever lies below. In these areas large orographic rainfalls are not
needed to produce flash flooding, even small accumulations have the potential to cause damage.
CONSTRUCTING A CLIMATOLOGY
For a complete list of steps in building the database along with additional information on the
products used in compiling the climatology, refer to Appendix B and C.
A. Data
The National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) keeps records of past severe weather events
in their Storm Event Database, including approximately the last 16 years (each Weather Forecast
Office is different) worth of flash flood events
(http://www4.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgiwin/wwcgi.dll?wwEvent~Storms). The user interface of the
database allows one to search events by state, by NWS office, and by county. Unfortunately for
12

this study, in the case of eastern Kentucky, it was not set up to tell the user which counties were
included in the Appalachian Mountains and which ones were not. Because of this, before flash
flood storm total precipitation could be examined, a preliminary catalog first had to be created
listing all flash flood events for only those counties included in the Appalachian Mountain region
using the NCDC database. This was less of a problem with West Virginia, as the whole state is
considered to be a part of the Appalachians.
The preliminary catalog included every flash flood report between the years of 1995 and
2005, and gave details such as the time the event started and ended, which town(s) or areas each
particular event affected, whether it was a moving system or only affected one area, the
coordinates of each location, and in some cases the initial reasons for the flash flooding (eg.,
THRASH (thunderstorm rain showers) produced from a convective thunderstorm). This
information was vital not only for the analysis that would follow, but would be needed in order
to access the necessary data to find the amount of rainfall that occurred for the affected areas.
B. Radar Estimated Rainfall
The key to this study was to find how much rain was required to cause the reported flash
flood of a particular area. This was achieved again using data archived by the NCDC and their
NEXRAD radar inventory search for “Storm Total Precipitation” (Appendix B). This inventory
allows the user to analyze past radar images of estimated rainfall by NWS Weather Forecasting
Offices (WFOs) and their County Warning Areas (CWAs). The extent of the database depended
solely on the availability of data from these WFOs. As a result there were several flash flood
events which could not be accounted for and consequently were eliminated from the final
analysis and climatology.
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The data which was available was ordered by selecting the WFO CWA covering the
affected location, then choosing the correct date and time of occurrence. Since this was the
“Storm Total Precipitation” data, the total rainfall of the event for the initial starting time was
given. Datasets were provided in intervals of every three minutes up to every ten minutes,
usually depending on the mode of the radar (how many minutes for each sweep varies depending
on volume coverage pattern (VCP) used), so the nearest dataset after the reported starting time
of the event was used. For instance, if a flash flood event started at 1014 UTC, it would give
storm total precipitation datasets for 1012, 1015, and 1018 UTC (example purposes only). The
1015 UTC dataset would be chosen since this was the closet time after the start of the storm, and
would give the total amount of rain that fell for the storm occurring at that time, no matter how
long the duration.
It should be noted that this data is radar “estimated” rainfall. The NWS's WSR-88D
employs an algorithm to correlate radar reflectivity to surface rainfall amounts. Storm Total
Precipitation is then the total accumulated precipitation since the first volume scan with detected
precipitation or since the STP was last reset, updated each volume scan (Glitto and Choy 1997).
It is understood that these amounts are not completely accurate and the degree of error increases
with distance away from the WSR-88D due to the level at which the radar beam is set (Pitman
2010). However, as there is not a defined network of surface gauges throughout the study area
and time period of this research, radar estimated rainfall was the preferred method of choice for
gathering rainfall data across the region. Refer to Appendix C for more on the WSR-88D radar
capabilities and limitations.
C. Visualizing and Documentation of the Data
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ArcGIS, a Geographical Information Systems program, was a valuable asset in this
research, as it allows the user to view data spatially. The program provided the tools necessary
to mark the location of the event by entering in its geographic coordinates, map the affected
county or parts of a county if a county wide event, or even find a location that is a specified
distance away from a town (eg., 4 miles ESE of Pikeville). Once the Storm Total Precipitation
data was received, it was imported into ArcGIS as well. The data produces a radar overlay,
made up of many radar swaths containing numerical rainfall totals.
After each location was mapped, an overlay of the radar data showed estimated storm
total rainfall polygons. The polygon that the particular flash flood location fell into gave the
estimated total rainfall for that area. In the event of a larger area, such as a portion of a county or
a countywide event, a selection tool had to be used that found all polygons within the given area.
Once selected the smallest amount of rainfall and the largest amount of rainfall in the given area
could be found.
Each event was given its own map in ArcGIS for documentation. Some events included
several towns or counties at various times within a given period, while other events only
included one incident. Either way, the events were stored, and the resulting rainfall totals were
added in to the original database. Each flash flood event for all reported locations over the past
eleven years was accounted for, giving a total of over 500 individual locations which had to be
analyzed and documented. See Appendix B for a more detailed procedure.
ANALYSIS
Although the primary goal of this project was to construct the climatology for all the
states within the Appalachian Mountains, with the completion of each state, it was possible to go
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back and make an analysis of the findings. It was also possible to compare the findings between
states, as was the case with eastern Kentucky and West Virginia. Both are very similar in
topography, with many of the same land use concerns. But the question for this research was
whether or not this similarity would reflect in the findings with such things as duration of events,
frequencies, and rainfall total frequencies.
Flash flood events were placed into three categories: moving systems, non-moving
systems, and large area systems. A moving system was classified as any flash flood event which
affected more than one location, or in other words reported a starting location as well as an
ending location. This could be the result of either a storm system moving from one location to
another, with enough rainfall to cause a flash flood in all locations along the way or if the
starting location experienced a significant amount of rain or flash flooding, it could be the result
of stream discharge moving downstream and affecting another location. In a non-moving
system (also referred to as a stationary system), on the other hand, the flash flood was only
reported to have affected one area throughout its entire duration. In other words, the storm
producing the flood or the flood waters themselves did not “move” to produce any further flash
flooding.
A large area flash flood was a little different; in these cases the flash flood reported by
the NCDC affected either a portion of a county or a whole county. When analyzing such events,
one is not just looking at one location within a radar swath polygon using the NEXRAD data, but
instead at many different polygons or estimated rain totals within the affected area. For these the
minimum and the maximum rainfall amounts within the area were recorded.
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From all events analyzed in GIS, a total of 481 events were found to have enough
information to be used in this study, including 167 events from the state of Kentucky and 254
events from West Virginia. A monthly distribution of these events can be seen in Figure 2,
showing a similar distribution between months for both states. June is the wettest month, with
between 41 and 43% of the total flash floods occurring during this month for both West Virginia
and Kentucky (respectively).

Figure 2. Frequency of Flash Flood Producing Rain Events for Summer Months for (a) eastern
Kentucky and (b) West Virginia
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A. Total Rainfall for Moving vs. Non-Moving
Finding the radar estimated total rainfall for a location was somewhat labor intensive,
especially for moving systems, in that they have two rainfall totals (one for the beginning
location and one for the final location). Because of this, the analysis of total flash flood event
rainfall amounts was put into two separate categories for each state, a non-moving, and a
moving. In the case of a moving system, the total rainfall of both the locations (starting and
ending) was considered, and was found that the majority of events experienced a heavier rainfall
at their ending location than they did at their beginning. As a result, due to the vast number of
events, the total precipitation for a moving event would be the rain measured at the ending
location of the storm. The same went for countywide systems. As large area systems portions of
an entire county, it is inferred that several locations within the county were affected. Therefore
all countywide events were considered in the “moving systems” category of this analysis.
For non-moving systems, rainfall totals were found two separate ways. For flash floods that
started and ended in the same location, the rainfall total was simply the measured precipitation in
the area of the occurrence. However, for large-area events (counties, county sections), a
maximum rainfall and minimum rainfall were found. It was decided that highest rainfall totals
would most likely be the ones that sparked the flash flood event, and therefore should be the ones
recorded as the precipitation total for that area. The conclusions to both moving and non-moving
system’s maximum rainfall, for both Kentucky and West Virginia, can be found in Figure 3.
Note in these figures, that Kentucky experienced a majority of non-moving flash flood
events. On the other hand, moving systems dominate in West Virginia, with non-moving
systems following shortly behind. For both states, rainfall amounts resulting in flash floods were
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Figure 3. Frequency comparison between Moving and Stationary Systems for (a) Kentucky and
(b) West Virginia.
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generally found to be less than 100 mm (3.94 in) of rainfall, showing that locations affected did
not necessarily receive an overwhelming amount of rainfall. While many times the watersheds
of these locations can hold 100 mm (3.94 inches) of rain without a resulting flash flood, the fact
that so many flash floods occur under this amount of rain shows that antecedent conditions were
in place to produce the flash flood. Though these antecedent conditions are not yet known for
all events, it could be anything from soil moisture to topographical location to recent land use
change.

Frequency of Flash Flood Events

B. Rainfall Amounts and Duration
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Figure 4. Frequency of rainfall amounts for all recorded flash floods in both West Virginia and
Kentucky.
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There were two interesting findings when analyzing the climatology of the two states. First, the
initial hypothesis was that the frequency of flash floods would increase as the rainfall amounts
grew. That was proven wrong, as can be viewed in Figure 4. Rather, 92% of the flash floods
reported were a result of 100 mm (3.94 in) or less of rain, and 74 percent experienced less than
75 mm (2.92 in) of rain (not taking into account the 24 total unknown events). So a large
majority of the events were a result of a relatively small amount of rainfall.
The second finding, with respect to the duration, was the relationship between the
duration of the flash flood and the total amount of rainfall. Once more the hypothesis was that
the longer the flash flood’s duration, the more rainfall that would occur. While looking at Figure
5, it is evident that there is no real relationship between duration and rainfall amounts. It is noted,
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0.00
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Figure 5. Rainfall Totals vs. Duration
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however, that the majority of events happened in a six hour or less time span with rainfall
between 0 and 80 mm. In summary: short lived, small amounting downpours of rain is what
triggered the vast majority of these flash floods. Maddox et al. (1978) support this by noting:
“The period of most intense rain usually lasted only a few hours, typically less than six hours.”
In conjunction with these findings, an analysis of the intensity of the rainfall was

Frequency of Flash Flood Events

completed. Figure 6 shows the results of both states flash flood intensity frequencies. Just like in
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the other two analyses, the highest amount of flash flood reports were: a.) only produced by a
small amount of rainfall over a short period of time, or b.) a moderate amount of rainfall but over
a slightly longer period. Very few events produced a large amount of rain in a short time span,
or continued a moderate amount of rain over a long time span.
The conclusion would therefore be that there must be some underlying factor(s) that
would prevent the infiltration such as a moist land surface, some land use change, or a matter of
the elevation of the location for which the flash flood occurred (if there was a stream farther
upstream which rose, or runoff due to the mountains).
C. Timing
As the focus of this study was on summer season events, it would be expected that the
majority of flash floods are of the convective nature. “Deep, moist convection normally occurs
during the warm season when high moisture content is possible and buoyant instability promotes
strong upward vertical motions. Thus the rainfall rates associated with convection tend to be
higher than with other rain-producing weather systems.” (Doswell et al. 1996). Convective
storms are brought on by instability in the air and high moisture content, producing
thunderstorms and sometimes heavy rainfall. The highest instability usually occurs during the
day time allowing heating in the atmosphere, and peak in late afternoon, when temperatures are
usually at their maximum. As a result, in Figure 7 one may notice an abundant amount of the
reported flash floods occurred in the mid afternoon hours, usually between 14 and 24 UTC (9:00
AM and 7: 00 PM Eastern Daylight Time). This would support the theory of most events being
convective in nature, though it may be pointed out that this is not the case for all events. Some
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flash flood related events could also be the result of elevated heating sources and valley breeze
upslope circulations with the presence of the mountains.
D. Terrain
As much of the data shows, the majority of flash flood events experienced relatively little
rainfall, so one could assume that most flash floods occurred in low lying areas. The causation
of the flash flood therefore, would most likely be a larger amount of rainfall uphill or upstream,
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which flowed down to the communities below. While this is a possibility in some locations, a
closer look at the data revealed a completely different picture. Once again, GIS Analyst was
used to create a 3-dimensional analysis of the flash flood event locations using the program
ArcScene. ArcScene allows the user to take raster data, such as elevation, and overlay other
layers such as the event locations and counties/states, then create a three dimensional view of the
layers using the elevation properties of the raster data.
An example of this process is shown for eastern Kentucky in Figure 8, as one can easily
notice that a majority of the event locations were located at the higher elevations. This was a
completely unexpected and unexplained finding for the study. Future studies will be needed to
better comprehend the high elevation flash flood occurrences, though several ideas are in place.
As previously noted, many of these convective rainfalls could be prompted by the orographic
nature of a conditionally unstable moist air mass being lifted up the lee-side of the mountains.
Therefore, although the location of the flash flood is at the top of the mountain, a larger number
of towns located on the leeward side would experience flash floods than those on the windward.
To explain the small amounts of rainfall in many cases could be attributed to a couple of
theories. First, even a small amount of rainfall could be just enough to overflow small creeks
and tributaries, especially if they were already at full capacity from a previous event. This can
then lead to flash flooding in the communities for which these small tributaries run. Second, as
the mountain areas of eastern Kentucky and West Virginia are well mined for their coal and
timber, in many cases, extensive land use changes have occurred in these areas. This includes
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Figure 8. Location of all reported flash floods in conjunction with the topography of eastern
Kentucky. ArcScene was used to show a 3-deminsional view of the flash flood reports, showing
that many of these flash floods surprisingly occurred on the tops of mountains and ridges.
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timber, in many cases, extensive land use changes have occurred in these areas. This includes
mountain top removal and extreme deforestation (Figure 9). Though this brings money to the
nearby communities, it causes devastating consequences on the landscape. The removal of
natural vegetation and soil from the mountains disrupts the natural infiltration process of the
land, leading to flash floods, and in some extreme cases, an enhanced probability of mud and
landslides.

Figure 9. An example of Mountain Top Removal: Bee Tree Branch area of Coal River
Mountain, West Virginia.
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CASE STUDIES
As this study presented some discrepancy between flash floods which produced little rain
but a large amount of damage, compared to those which produced large amounts of rain with
little to no reported damage, two case studies addressing these scenarios were picked to be
further analyzed. The analysis looked at land use of the area, location, actual accumulated
rainfall at the surface, and precedent synoptic and mesoscale conditions. Peter Georgerian, lead
forecaster at the Jackson, KY NWS WFO assisted in piecing together the conditions leading up
to each of the two flash floods chosen.
Case Study 1: Stanton, KY (Powell County)
Date

June 16, 1997

Time of Occurrence

2145 EST

Duration

4.25 hours

NEXRAD Storm Total Precipitation

63.5mm (2.5in)

Property Damage

3.3M

Crop Damage

1.7M

This particular flash flood measured 2.5 inches of rain according to the study, occurring
over a relatively long period of time. However, it produced an extensive amount of damage
throughout the town of Stanton. Stanton, KY is a small town spatially, with a decent population
of over 300,000. A dense population center could be the cause of the large amount of damage
this flash flood produced. According to forecaster Georgerian, the ground prior to the event was
already quite saturated. In fact, three local stations around the Stanton area, including the WFO
in Jackson, reported the wettest June on record leading up to this particular flash flood. Due to
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such intense saturation, little rain was needed to prompt the flash flood. The location of Stanton
in the Appalachian Mountains is pretty flat, located in a broad valley with steeper terrain
surrounding the area. The Red River Basin runs through this area, however the river did not
report flooding until several days after the event, so this was merely a product of the rain both
previously instated and added during the event.
Upper air and surface models were analyzed to piece together the synoptic conditions
(Figure 10). At 0000UTC, 45 minutes before the flash flood report, a low pressure center was
sitting over Lake Huron, with a cold front extending south, passing through central Kentucky,
then stalling out in Arkansas and Oklahoma. At the surface, warm, moist air was being pulled in
from the Gulf of Mexico ahead of this cold front, producing large areas of precipitation.
Unfortunately the 0000UTC surface map (Figure 10b) did not include surface moisture, so the
previous June 16 1200UTC surface map (Figure 10a) was used to show the moisture and front
location as it made its way east-northeastward.
Looking at Figure 11, starting at the upper levels with 300mb, the low pressure system
over the Texas panhandle and New Mexico is already cut off, indicating a very defined and
strong system at the surface. The jet streak is on the ascending branch of the associated through,
with Kentucky being in the right exit region, characteristic of convergence aloft and sinking air
at the surface. Such characteristics place the heaviest precipitation or severe weather in this
region. At 500mb, a strong area of vorticity is centered in the Texas panhandle associated with
the strong low pressure system. Other areas of vorticity extend upwards onto the ascending
branch, including a fairly large area over Kentucky. The 700mb height lines have created an
area of confluence over Kentucky, giving the possibility for convergence in this area.
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Figure 10. a. June 16, 1997 1200UTC surface analysis showing the advancing precipitation, b.
June 17, 1997 0000UTC surface analysis 45 minutes prior to the reported flash flood in Stanton,
KY. Courtesy of Unisys Weather (http://weather.unisys.com/).
To support this point, a strong area of upward vertical velocity is located in the northeast
partly encompassing eastern Kentucky and West Virginia. This vertical velocity will allow for
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the lifting of air parcels, which with enough upward force will reach the Lifting Condensation
Level and form clouds which will then precipitate out. Moving on to the 850-500mb chart, the
Lifted Index values and relative humidity are both displayed. Kentucky falls in the shaded area
of negative lifted indices, which indicate instability. Though the lifted indices are not of the
severe criteria, the fact that some instability exists at this level is indicative of the possibility of at
least some convection to occur. These factors coupled with the fact there is a tongue of high
relative humidity reaching through eastern Kentucky, as well as an increase in low level winds
over the eastern Kentucky area as is viewed in the 850mb chart, and the thought of rainfall ahead
of the cold front is not surprising.
The flash flood description as given by the NCDC Storm Event Database reads: Three
to five inches of rain within a 1 to 3 hour period resulted in extensive flash flooding. In
Powell County about 50 homes and a dozen businesses sustained flood damage, and
numerous roads had to be closed. The gift shops along Mill Creek at Natural Bridge
suffered heavy flood damage. A car was swept off the road on Steam Shovel Hill, and the
driver suffered a broken ankle. This flash flood went on to affect three more nearby counties.
However, note that this is not the same rain amounts as was measured in the geographic center of
the town of Stanton. According to Georgerian, this particular event’s radar totals were most
likely an overestimate. At this point, the NEXRAD radar could only be set in VCP 21. VCP 21
makes a full scan every 6 minutes (so data used for this study was available in 6 minute intervals
when ordering from NCDC), and is used for times of shallow precipitation. It is advised not to
be used in convective events due to sparse elevation data and long completion time. However, as
this is the only VCP available to them at the time, the result could be a possible underestimation
of the actual rainfall amounts which occurred. Either way, prior saturation to the Red River
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watershed across the area was the cause of the flash flood, and the extensive damage which took
place in Stanton.

N

Figure 11. June 17 0000Z upper air analysis, 45 minutes prior to the reported flash flood in
Stanton, KY. Courtesy of Unisys Weather (http://weather.unisys.com/).
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Case Study 2: Irvine, KY (Estill County)
Date

July 28, 2001

Time of Occurrence

1830 EST

Duration

1.83 hours

NEXRAD Storm Total Precipitation

101.6 mm (4 in)

Property Damage

0

Crop Damage

0

The flash flood which took place in Estill County produced a large amount of rain, but
very little damage. According to the NCDC Storm Events report: Heavy rains caused creeks
and streams to overflow their banks around the area. Three feet of water was flowing over
Salt Lick Road on the north side of town. Irvine has population of 2,843, so if this excess of
water had caused damage, someone would have most likely reported it. The first thing to take
into account with this flash flood is the time frame for which it occurred. Not knowing anything
about the antecedent conditions, flash floods are generally less frequent in the month of July as
ground vegetation is at its greatest. A greater amount of vegetation will prevent flash floods
from occurring as the land has the ability to absorb much more moisture, so higher NWS rainfall
guidance is usually in effect for the month of July. The city does have some hills to its north
and a ridge line to its south, so there is a possibility of more localized rain due to the terrain.
Prior to this event, the air mass in place was markedly hot, so it would not be unlikely
that with the onset of instability storms would fire up during the daytime or late afternoon hours.
By 7:30 local time that evening, with the help of forced uplift along the terrain, conditions were
right for a strong convective storm to take place, capable of producing large amounts of rainfall.
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It was noted that the brunt of the storm’s rainfall occurred on the western limits of the city.
NEXRAD radar had VCP 11 available by this time, one of the primary VCP used during such
events as it handles such convective events very well, and includes the best overall volume
coverage as well as a five minute scan time for more real time inflow of data. Rainfall amounts
as estimated by the radar, therefore, are most likely closer to the real amounts as compared to the
Stanton flash flood 4 years prior. The only concern with the rain reports for this particular event
is the possibility of hail in the convective system. Hail has the tendency to cause overestimates
of rainfall on the NEXRAD as it reflects back a stronger signal than do water droplets, so further
studies would need to be done to see if this was in fact the case. Unfortunately, when trying to
observe this storm in 3 dimensions using the program GRLevelII Analyst to see if there was a
hail core, NCDC had no available Level II data for this particular storm.
Synoptically there was not much was taking place in the upper sections of the
atmosphere. A warm front was moving through central Kentucky according to the July 28
1200UTC surface map, around 11.5 hours before the flash flood was reported. By 0000UTC on
the 29th, approximately 30 minutes after the reported flash flood, the front had moved slightly
east, just past the Kentucky/West Virginia border and stalled out over the Appalachian region
(Figure 12) allowing for continuous convection. Differential heating at the surface and high due
points leads to greater instability. The majority of winds at the surface were southerly, advecting
in Gulf moisture, with other winds directed from the east off of the Atlantic. All winds were
colliding at this frontal boundary, allowing for convergence at the surface and ample moisture.
The overriding of the warm moist winds to the west of the front, coupled with orographic uplift
created the conditions necessary for the large amounts of rainfall experienced in the area. The
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Figure 12. a. 28 July 1200Z surface analysis showing the warm front propagating through
central Kentucky and into the affected Eastern portion of the state. b. 29 July 2001 0000Z surface
analysis, as the warm front has stalled out 30 minutes after to the reported flash flood in Irvine,
KY. Courtesy of Unisys Weather (http://weather.unisys.com/).
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only real noticeable trait at the upper levels was a significant directional shear evident between
950 and 850mb (Figure 13), which has turned completely due west by 700mb. This is indicative
of instability near the surface and low levels as the warm Gulf moisture was being lifted up and
over the mountains. Conditions were also in place to cause convective thunderstorms with the
stalled system, so there still lies a chance that hail was the culprit to the heavy rainfall amounts
according to the radar. Though one would expect such an event would have been picked up by
another storm report, however it was not.
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Figure 13. July 29, 2001 0000Z upper air analysis, 30 minutes after to the reported flash flood
in Irvine, KY. Courtesy of the Storm Prediction Center (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/)

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
This project, though novel, does encompass several downfalls. As stated before, data
was dependant on the NCDC Storm Database and available radar data. For several flash flood
events, especially those happening in the first few years of this study (1995-1997), there was
either no data or the locations were undocumented. As a result, these events were included in the
actual database, but could not be used in the final analysis needed for this paper. However due to
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the large number of events, it is a high probability that these “no data present” events only make
up a small portion of the study, giving very little alteration to the final results.
It was previously said that the focus of this study was the state of West Virginia and the
eastern portion of Kentucky, only documenting flash flood events for the summer season. The
precursor synoptic conditions of these events were not looked at (with the exception of the two
case studies presented). Though due to the high amount of day time events and the season for
which they occurred, it is believed they are mainly convective in nature. This also means that it
was not known the antecedent soil moistures of the areas where the flash floods occurred.
Antecedent soil moisture, as well as the capacities and characteristics of watersheds of the
surrounding area, play a large part in flash flooding incidents, and will be looked at in future
studies in an effort to better understand and prepare for rains which produce flash flooding in the
Appalachia area. Because of this lack of information, it is possible that many flash flood events
could have been caused not only by the rainfall reported, but also by already saturated soil from
previous rain events. Consequently, flash flood events that were caused by small rainfall
amounts according to this study, could have other precedent conditions present to evoke the
event.
A similar problem comes with the location of the events. First, the location of the
reported flash flood event may not reflect the heaviest rainfall. In many of these cases the
heaviest rainfall most likely occurred upstream or at higher elevations, producing a flash flood
farther down. As a result, flash floods reported with small rain amounts, or even those with
moderate, could possibly be a misguidance of data (though not certain). Second, the rainfall
amount for a reported flash flood was found using the geographic coordinates for that affected
location. In the instance of a town, it was usually the geographic center of the town. The
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chances however of a flash flood event only occurring in the geographic center of a town are
very unlikely.
In some cases the events were more specific, stating they occurred four miles ESE of the
town. However once again, the geographic center of the town was used to measure from, and in
the case of a direction such as ESE, the direction could only be estimated in GIS using the
measuring tool. The same applies when a portion of a county is reported. When the eastern
portion or south eastern portion for instance was reported, it was a matter of eyeballing how
large a portion of that county should be considered for the area reported.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Building the flash flood climatology of both eastern Kentucky and West Virginia took
nearly a year to complete just for the summer month events. There are still 12 other states which
this process needs to be completed for in order to build the full summer time flash flood
climatology for the Appalachian Mountain Range. A full climatology will be constructed first,
next looking at spring, fall, and winter events to encompass all seasons. We assume that winter
events will be the most complex, as runoff from snow and ice will have to be accounted for.
Something that was not considered in this research was the watershed of the areas for
which the flash floods were reported. This will create the missing link between rainfall and how
much water the soil can hold before causing a flash flood. The watersheds can be imported into
GIS just like the radar data for further analysis. Once the full climatology is constructed, this
would be the next step in better understanding what makes the difference between heavy rainfall
and a flash flood event.
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This research will continue until all data available is accounted for and the overall goals
of the project are met, which is to understand how much rain and what precedent conditions need
to be in place to cause a flash flood in any particular area of the Appalachian Mountains. The
people who are affected by these flash floods, either due to their location, or the land use of the
area, will hopefully be able to be notified when a likely flash flood will occur, and will be able to
take action as a result. The National Weather Service’s goal is to protect life and property. The
goal in this project is to aid them in that effort by better understanding the areas for which they
are forecasting.
CONCLUSIONS
The National Weather Service has always found flash flooding to not only be the largest
killer of the public of all the convective-related weather events, but also one of the hardest to
verify for. “Unfortunately there are no specific criteria required in reports of flash floods and the
amount and quality of information available for individual events vary considerably. Reports on
the time of occurrence are often vague, while specific details on the timing, duration, and amount
of precipitation are sometimes totally lacking. In some but not all cases this was due to an
occurrence in a relatively remote region” (Maddox et al. 1979, pp.115). This is especially true in
the isolated, rural and mountainous region of the Appalachian Mountain Range, where
understanding the conditions needed to create a flash flood will increase warning time and allow
the most isolated of regions to take caution.
In effort to reach this goal, a climatology must be constructed. For this project over 500
events were looked at in order to build a summer time climatology for the eastern portion of
Kentucky and the entire state of West Virginia between the years of 1995 and 2005. This could
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have not been done without the archived data given by the NWSs which service these regions,
and the NCDC which holds all events and radar data on file. The use of GIS played a critical
role in putting a spatial connection between the flash flood event and the amount of rain which
occurred at that location(s).
From the two states which were studied, many connections and analysis were made, such
as that most flash floods were the result of considerable small amounts of rain (mainly under 100
mm) in a small period of time (usually under 6 hours). Also it was confirmed that almost all
events were of a convective nature, as was previously thought due to the seasonal pattern of the
geographical location along with the duration/time analysis. Still many more studies will need to
come, even after a full climatology is made, taking more seasons into account, watersheds, as
well as synoptic conditions of the events, to begin to completely piece together a climatology.
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APPENDIX A. Building a Climatology
This section will provide a step-by-step process of finding the data necessary to complete
the summer time climatology for eastern Kentucky and West Virginia.

I.

Building the Database
Using information for flash flood occurrences as given by the National Climatic
Data Center’s Storm Event Database, a table was compiled listing all flash floods
between the years of 1995 and 2005. An example of the compiled table for West
Virginia can be seen in Figure 14. Information gathered included such things as
the event number, date, time of occurrence, calculated duration, location
information, injuries and deaths, as well as damages for which the flash flood
produced. Note the two columns which denote precipitation totals. These
columns were left blank, as this was the information being gathered for this study.
As each flash flood was analyzed, and the total amount of rain was found, the
amounts were added to this column. Once all flash floods were accounted for
between the years 1995 and 2005, the summer time rainfall database was
complete

II. Event Classifications
A flash flood occurrence was considered “one” event if it was given the same event
number in the NCDC database, and was denoted in the database as having the same event
number as the one below. This could be for several flash flood reports which occurred in
different locations in somewhat close proximity to one another, but were due to the same
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storm or system of storms, all around the same time. It could also be considered one
event if the flash flood impacted one or several areas, stopped, and then another flash
flood impacted an area in close proximity within 60 minutes of the last one ending
(indicative that it was the same set of storm systems which caused the flash flood).
Flash floods were further divided into moving, non-moving, and large area
(countywide) systems. This was denoted in the database in Figure 14 by looking at the
starting location and ending location columns. If the starting location is the same as the
ending location, the ending location column denotes the word “same”. If the ending
location is different, both the starting and ending locations are entered into the two
columns. If the event affected a portion of a county, or the entire county, the word
“countywide” or “SW portion of the county” is denoted in the starting location. The rules
then follow the same as the moving system or non-moving system. The two rainfall
columns were filled in accordingly, with the first column having the heading “Start/Min”
and the second column having the heading “End/Max”. If the flash flood was nonmoving and only affected one area, the total rainfall for that one area would go in both
columns. If the flash flood was moving, and affected a starting and ending point, the
starting location’s rainfall would go in the first column labeled “Start”, and the ending
location’s rainfall would go in the second column labeled “End”. Last, if the event was
countywide the min and max rainfall amounts were found for the county. This minimum
rainfall measurement would go in the column labeled “Min”, and the maximum would go
in the column labeled “Max”. Subsequent analysis was then found by evaluating the
second column (“End/Max”).
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Figure 14. Example of built database used to record summer season flash flood amounts and do
further analysis. This particular snapshot is from the West Virginia Database.
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III. Step-By-Step Process in finding Flash Flood Rain Amounts
Data Ordering
•

On the NCDC Website navigate to the NEXRAD Inventory Search (Land based 
Data and Products  Radar Mosaics and NEXRAD Data (Observational Data) 
Download/View Radar Data NEXRAD Inventory Search).

•

Here a map will be presented to you with all the available National Weather Service
sites and military bases which archive the data.
o For Kentucky: click on the Jackson, KY site, as it will cover the entire
Eastern Region of the state.
o For West Virginia: As there are several weather service offices which service
different sections of West Virginia, you will need to pick the station closest to
the flash flood occurrence. If this is not known, use Google Earth to
determine the location within the state of the flash flood occurrence, and pick
the station accordingly.

•

Under the list of options for the NEXRAD Inventory as given by that station, chose
Level III Storm Total Precipitation. Also, enter in the date of the event. Note: All
NEXRAD data is in GMT, so all flash floods must have 5 hours added on to their
time of occurrence as they are sited as EST in the database. For events that occurred
between 1900 and 2359 hours EST, the day after the event should be chosen, as it
relates to between 0000 and 0459 GMT.
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•

After clicking the select graph button, a screen will appear showing a timeline of
precipitation throughout the day. For areas of dry weather, the radar will show clear
air mode, in which no precipitation data can be ordered. Here it asks for a time of
occurrence. The Start Time would be the hour of the event; the End Time can be any
hour the hour for which the event started. Many times everything from the start of
the event until 2400 hours was chosen, just to make sure that no data was left out.

•

An email address must be typed in, as this is one of the ways NCDC notifies you that
your order is complete and allows you to access data. For this particular study it is
not of importance as we will be using another tool to track and access our data, but
the email address must be added before continuing.

•

Once the data has been ordered, a screen will appear giving you several choices in
links. One option is to download the NOAA Weather and Climate Toolkit, a Java
based data exporter which will load the ordered data and convert it to a format
compatible with GIS. At the beginning of the study, this program was downloaded
and saved on the desktop for use in all future orders. Another option of links says
“Track the Status of your Order”. By clicking this link it will take you to a screen
which will show your order number and allow you to track the status of the order.

•

When the order is “complete”, open the Weather and Climate Toolkit that was
previously downloaded to the computer (download is a one-time deal) and with the
Data Selector window open (Data  Load Data), copy the order number from the
webpage into the HAS Order Number Box. Clicking “List Files” will then list all
files between the hours selected in steps previous.
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•

The list will include Storm Total Precip Data for every several minutes, depending on
the amount of archived data by that station. This project looked at the Storm Total
Precip file which occurred closest to but right after the events starting time as
indicated from the database. In this way, you will be accessing a file which is
occurring during the storm, and will therefore incorporate the total amount of
precipitation for that storm, from start to finish.

•

Once the needed file is selected, click on “Export Data”. This will lead you to a
directory, where you can navigate to where you would like your data stored. Each
event was given its own folder which all precipitation data ordered for that event was
stored, further organized by state and by year. Once exported, the ordering of the
data is done, and the analysis can begin.

Viewing the Data
•

ArcGIS was a key tool in this study for use in analyzing the NEXRAD Radar data.
A pre- map was made before hand including all counties within in the Appalachian
Mountains, and was projected using a unifying coordinate system so that the area had
real spatial information, and locations of flash floods could be found using the classic
coordinate system.

•

Referring back to the database created from the NCDC Storm Reports, and the event
which the data has been ordered for, the location of the flash flood must be found on
the ArcGIS Map. The uniform way of doing this was to use GoogleEarth, and search
for the town of the flash flood. Using the geographic coordinates given by
GoogleEarth, and the Coordinate Locator Tool in ArcGIS, a point was plotted on the
site of the flash flood.
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o For those flash floods which occurred several miles outside of the town, the
town was plotted, and then the Measuring Tool in ArcGIS was used to
measure out the distance and direction. Ex: 2 miles SW of Tyner, Kentucky.
o For flash floods which affected an entire county, the process was slightly
different. As the counties are already in the preformatted ArcGIS map. Using
the Selection Select by Attribute tool, the specific county could be selected
among the rest. By right-clicking on the county layer and clicking on
Selection Create Layer From Selected Features, a separate layer of just the
county is made for analysis.
•

With each location plotted on the ArcGIS map, a marker is placed with it as well.
This marker indicates the information about the location, including the town, county
and state name, as well as the coordinates and data source (Google Earth). It also
includes the information about the flash flood, including the time of occurrence,
duration, and a space for the amount of rain which was found after importing the
radar data (unknown at this point).

•

Each separate event, as noted in the Excel Database, receives its own map. This may
mean that if a particular system of storms affected multiple areas, there may be
multiple locations plotted in one map. If a storm only affected one area, it will then
receive its own map. Each map is saved in its own directory, under the state, year,
and exact date.

•

Now it is time to import the radar image previously saved. Using the “Add Data”
Tool in ArcGIS, navigate to the folder of the data just downloaded, and click on the
appropriate shapefile. If the event had several areas it affected at slightly different
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times, there could be several files in here. Each file is automatically named by data
and time, so it is easy to determine the right one. The file will be loaded onto the map
in the form of radar scans which extend a radius x from the central radar, making a
large circle.
•

Using the “Zoom” Tool, zoom to the plotted area of interest (flash flood). Then using
the “Identify” Tool, click on the radar slice which the plotted flash flood location lies.
A box will appear with information about that radar slice. The value given is the
amount of rain which occurred in that radar slice. Essentially, this is the amount of
rain produced by the storm which caused the flash flood (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Example of radar overlay in GIS, and use of Identify tool to select radar slice for
particular location (denoted by the location stamp call-out), allowing one to see the amount of
rain that fell in that particular location (“Value”).
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o For moving storms, this process must be completed for the starting and ending
locations of the storm.
For countywide events, once again things are slightly different. For these
events the minimum and maximum values of rain must be found. This can be
done by using the “Select by Location” tool under the Select Menu. Set the
criteria to read: I want to “select features from”, the following layers: “radar
shapefile” (should be listed in the box of useable layers), that “intersect”, the
features in the layer “county name”. This will then select all radar slices
which intersect within the county. By right-clicking on the radar shapefile in
the left-hand menu, select the Attribute Table and chose to view only those
features which are selected. Here you will be able to see the minimum values
and maximum values that lie within the county.
•

Once the rainfall totals are found, double click on the information stamp given to
each location, and fill in the missing rainfall amounts for both inches and millimeters.
Then fill out the same missing information in the Excel Database. Once each location
within a particular event has received all its rainfall data, the event is complete, and
the entire process is completed for the next event. This is then repeated for all events,
for all years included on the database, and eventually for all states included within the
Appalachian Mountains. For this particular study, only two states were looked at,
eastern Kentucky and West Virginia.

Analyzing the Data
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•

After the completion of each entire dataset for a state, the analysis part of the project
can begin. As the information is organized within an excel spreadsheet, it is then
easier to do analysis. Depending on the area of interest, the database could be sorted
to help produce the needed results. For instance, to search for the highest rain totals,
the max/end column was looked at, and sorted from highest to lowest. To see what
counties were affected the most often, the county column was sorted alphabetically
and a tally could be made of the number of events for each county. This also allowed
for some visualization of the data, in the form of graphs.
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APPENDIX B. NEXRAD Radar
A key component in this study is the use of the NEXRAD inventory on the National
Climatic Data Center’s website (www.ncdc.noaa.gov). NEXRAD stands for the Next
Generation Radar, also known as the WSR-88D (Weather Surveillance Radar – 1988 Doppler).
This radar can measure both precipitation and wind (reflectivity and radial velocity) by emitting
a short pulse of energy which will scatter and return to the radar after striking an object
(raindrop, snowflake, bug, bird, etc…), allowing accurate and timely warnings of severe weather
phenomena and hydrology measurements (Radar Frequently Asked 2010; Heiss et al. 1990).
The radars were first launched in the 1990s, and currently consist of a network of over 130 radars
across the United States (Committee to Assess 2004).
For the purpose of this research, the total rainfall of a flash flood event is needed for the
location of its occurrence. For this the Level III: Storm Total Precipitation feature of the
NEXRAD inventory was used. This gives a radar image of estimated accumulated rainfall,
continuously updated, since the last one-hour break in precipitation (hence why all flash floods
occurring within one hour of each other are considered to be one event). The product is used to
locate flood potential over urban or rural areas, estimate total basin runoff, and provide rainfall
accumulations for the duration of the event (Radar Frequently Asked 2010). According to Glitto
and Choy (1997) there are many potential sources of error despite the complex system of quality
checks in the radar system.
“Errors in rainfall rate and rainfall accumulation may stem from below-beam effects that may
skew rainfall estimation by missing intense low-level precipitation, precipitation phase
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(rain versus hail or snow), and vertical distribution of precipitation. Errors may also arise
due to gaps between volume scans and missing volume scans. The rainfall algorithms
compensate for missing data by averaging data from the previous and following volume
scans. Problems with hardware calibration, anomalous propagation, and wet radome
attenuation may also result in errors. Site-adaptable thresholds are set to minimize the
effect of spurious weak reflectivity returns and overestimation of rainfall due to hail
contamination. Rainfall is not computed from reflectivity values below the lower default
threshold of 18 dBZ, and all values above the upper default threshold of 53 dBZ are
truncated to 53 dBZ. Using the 53-dBZ threshold and the current Z–R relation, it is not
possible to realize rainfall rates in excess of 4.09 in. (103.8 mm) h−1. This may be a
source of error in tropical environments where rainfall rates in excess of this limit are
often observed in the absence of any hail reaching the surface. Additionally, the Z–R
relationship may not be representative of the average drop size distribution. Errors in
rainfall rate and accumulation may also exist due to below-beam effects that may skew
rainfall estimation by missing intense low-level precipitation, evaporation of rain drops
below the sampling altitude, or redistribution of precipitation by strong horizontal wind”
(Glitto and Choy 1997).
The creation of the nationwide deployment of the Next Generation Radar has been
instrumental in assisting forecasters with the detection and tracking of precipitating systems,
leading to the improved flash flood forecasts and warnings (Committee to Assess 2004).
However, several studies have been conducted on how well the NEXRAD works as far as
collecting such precipitation data in regions of rough terrain, including that of the Appalachian
Mountains.
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One issue pertains to the susceptibility of the radar to beam blockage, in that the location
of the radar requires a large open space without obstructions in order to receive the best coverage
(Committee to Assess 2004). The width of the radar beam covers only a small area at its origin,
and widens as it extends from the radar. If there is a blockage of the radar beam in close
proximity of the radar, the blockage will therefore become much more pronounced as the beam
travels farther out. Precipitation amounts will then be strewed for a much larger area than if the
obstruction was miles away from the radar. In the Appalachians, due to the undulating
topography there are few flat areas in which to place the radar, so beam obstructions are almost
inevitable.
In one study, the radar was placed in a higher terrain with the idea that this may alleviate
the beam blockage problem. It was hypothesized that due to this higher placement, there was
risk that the radar beam would overshoot the lower terrain, causing precipitation intensity to go
underestimated or undetected (Committee to Assess 2004). In the forecasting of flash floods,
this could cause a dangerous problem. Luckily, for this particular case, after conducting an
investigation of the coverage area of the radar and the performance of the Weather Forecast
Office with whom was using the radar, there was little basis for concerns regarding the
operational effectiveness (Committee to Assess 2004). This is not to say that it isn’t a problem
in other places however. The NEXRAD sends out radar beams at an angle of elevation, the
minima being 0.5 percent. In other words the radar beam does not read flat, but reads upwards.
It does not have the ability to look down into the lower elevations. A radar which is placed at a
high elevation will therefore run the risk of overshooting many weather phenomena happening
closer to the surface, especially in the valleys (Radar Frequently Asked 2010).
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Another ongoing debate concerning the radar deals with the radar estimated precipitation
algorithm used to track the amount of rainfall, make forecasts, issue warnings, and ultimately be
archived in such databases as the NCDC. Exactly how accurate are these estimates? A study
entitled “An Evaluation of NEXRAD Precipitation Estimates in Complex Terrain (1998)”
compared the radar estimated rainfall in two separate locations to that of the surface observations
in effort piece together the answer. One location was located in the Southern Plains, while the
other was located in the hilly northern Appalachians of New York State. It was thought that
areas of flatter terrain were less likely to overshoot or undershoot the total rainfall due to less
radar blockage and elevation issues, and would also be less susceptible to the spatial variations in
accumulation which a mountainous terrain is more likely to face.

The conclusions, however,

showed that even in the favorable radar measurement region of the Southern Plains, systematic
biases were in fact present and strongly depended on distance from the radar (Young et al.1998).
Also, the radar underestimated hourly precipitation values continuously compared to the
gages located at the surface, for all distances from the radar. For mountainous terrain, it was
found that there are significant differences in radar observations. It is quoted that “range
dependent and terrain dependent biases limit the ability of a single radar to observe precipitation
occurrence and estimate precipitation accumulations over the entire radar umbrella” (Young et
al. 1998). A long-term comparison of radar estimated rainfall and surface gauge estimated
rainfall showed a significant underestimation by the radar (as was also noted in the previously
presented case studies in this paper), which could possibly be contributed to two factors: there is
a systematic underestimation of hourly precipitation as detected by the radar (as was the case in
the Southern Plains), and due to the mountainous terrain there was a failure for the radar to detect
precipitation altogether (Young et al. 1998).
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